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 Here Comes the Sun 

Midway High School 
 
The Vernier Go Direct Light and Color Sensors provide students the 
opportunity to gather data measuring UVA and UVB radiation. This 
is done by designing an experiment to determine what substances 
would be best at blocking these harmful rays. Being able to use 
these probes to analyze environmental data is a crucial skill that is 
required for students and affords them the fun opportunity to get 
outside and enjoy what nature has to offer us!   
 
Amount Funded:                 $705 
Students Impacted:            130 
Named Grant Sponsor:     Automatic Chef, Inc.  
Primary Grant Writer:       Julibeth Moore            

Building Bridges to Success 
Speegleville Elementary 
 
With this grant, students watch an IMAX movie, Dream Big, in the 
district planetarium, then brainstorm and build their own creations 
that will solve a problem in the worlds. Students build skyscrapers, 
bridges, solar tubes, wind turbines and much more to help solve a 
problem that we find that needs to be met. These structures are 
tested to see if they stay strong or could possibly solve the 
problems.   
 
Amount Funded:                 $505 
Students Impacted:            300 
Named Grant Sponsor:     Midway ISD Education Foundation 
Primary Grant Writer:       Christe Hancock 

Thinking “DECT”ives 
Spring Valley Elementary 
                                                                            
This project empowers students with the appropriate tools to 
identify and respond to emotional dysregulation. Students 
participate in small group counseling activities and are provided a 
wrist heart monitor to wear during school hours. The wrist heart 
monitor helps students identify anxiety spikes, so they know when 
to apply self-regulation tools. This grant purchases an IHT starter set 
(monitors, chargers, software) and books.    
 
Amount Funded:                 $655 
Students Impacted:            8+ 
Named Grant Sponsor:     Midway ISD Education Foundation 
Primary Grant Writer:       Trina DeRosier               

GO GO GOPro 
Woodgate Intermediate 
 
The GOPro camera is a small camera that takes the best qualities of 
point-and-shoot camcorders and packs them into a rugged frame 
that’s smaller, waterproof, and virtually indestructible. The students 
collect date in the STEM classroom. They compare and contrast 
potential and kinetic energy, identify and describe changes in 
position, direction and speed of an object. They calculate average 
speed using distance and time measurement.  
 
Amount Funded:                 $690 
Students Impacted:            400+ 
Named Grant Sponsor:     Jim Turner Chevrolet 
Primary Grant Writer:       Linda Peebles 

Travelling Brain Bin 
Woodgate Intermediate, River Valley Intermediate & 
Midway Middle School 
 
The Travelling Brain Bin allows the teacher to travel from campus to 
campus to offer Brain Booster activities for students. These 
activities increase productivity and provide students with the 
opportunity to develop creative and social skills. The bin is filled 
with a variety of brain boosting games and activities.  
 
Amount Funded:              $595 
Students Impacted:         350 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Jack & Catherine Cook 
Primary Grant Writer:    Jennifer Stanley              

Ryze and Shine with Code 
Castleman Creek Elementary 
 
This grant provides Ryze Tello EDU Drones from Apple that are 
programmable with the iPad through several coding apps. The 
students learn about degrees and angles. This set comes with 
landing map pads to help coordinate flight paths. They are capable 
of capturing video and then allowing the user to edit video via their 
iPads. The students also have a Coding Club to participate in.  
 
Amount Funded:              $905 
Students Impacted:         15 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Suzi & Tom Pagel 
Primary Grant Writer:    Jamie Beavers 
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 We are “Amped” to Learn the Nuts and “Volts” of 

Coding 
Woodgate Intermediate 
 
Arduino circuit boards are an open-source electronics platform 
based on easy-to-use hardware and software. The boards are able 
to read inputs – light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter 
message – and turn it into an output – activating a motor, turning 
on an LED, publishing something online. You tell the board what to 
do by sending a set of instructions to the microcontroller on the 
board. Students are able to use their coding knowledge and make 
the boards come alive!  
 
Amount Funded:             $915 
Students Impacted:        All 5th & 6th Graders 
Named Grant Sponsor: WAL-MART 
Primary Grant Writer:   Sara Teichelmann 

Money Doesn’t Grow on Trees, but our Garden can 
Grow with Money! 
Castleman Creek Elementary 

 
The Garden Club researches, plans and grow vegetables in our 
garden as well as plant flowers around the school. The campus is 
beautified while growing vegetables to eat. This is a great STEM 
activity with aspects of research, planning and executing their plans. 
Students learn, help maintain the areas and enjoy the beauty and 
fruits of their labor. The success of the program is vegetables in our 
garden and flowers growing around our school.  
  
Amount Funded:             $1,000 
Students Impacted:        25-Club; 650+   
Named Grant Sponsor: Dr. Melanie Illich 
Primary Grant Writer:   Christine Pyron 

Superman, Batman, & Wonder-Woman…But What 
About Super Sphero? 
South Bosque 
 
This grant purchases a set of Sphero robots that help teach coding in 
a fun and hands-on way. Sphero’s enhance many different types of 
lessons in the classroom. The robots convert distance units and 
travel those distances. Students create code challenges with 
geometry, convert speed, and code to show orbits in our solar 
system.   
 
Amount Funded:             $800 
Students Impacted:        700 
Named Grant Sponsor: The Morgan Family/Britco Structures USA  
Primary Grant Writer:   Kaci Powers 

Titrations are Hard! Let’s go Wireless! 
Midway High School 
 
This grant provides Go Direct pH sensors to analyze titration curves 
created in acid-base reactions. With the sensors, the laboratory data 
collected is viewed in real time by all students on the iPad to allow 
manipulation and further discussion of the lab data. The students 
have access to a wireless device which allows them to have a clutter 
free lab area to take data collection beyond the classroom.   
 
Amount Funded:              $810 
Students Impacted:         50 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Bain Paper Co. 
Primary Grant Writer:    Krystle Moos 

“The SBE Post Master” 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
The SBE Postal Service is our “local’ mail system. The school 
hallways have street names and each classroom has an address with 
a “mailbox” outside their room. A large mailbox is in a central 
location in the school where students write and send letters to 
other students and teachers throughout the school. This allows 
students to have personal writing experiences in fun and creative 
ways. Students have to include the Social Emotional Learning trait 
for that month in some way when they write their letters.    
 
Amount Funded:              $990 
Students Impacted:         720 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Will & Robyn Driskell 
Primary Grant Writer:    Amber Pearson 

Gimme, Gimme, Gimkit! 
Midway Middle School 
 
Gimkit is a digital game show for the classroom that requires 
knowledge, collaboration, and strategy to win. Students answer 
questions on their own devices at their own pace. Each student 
receives exposure to the questions multiple times to ensure 
mastery. Students use critical thinking and collaboration to 
strategize the best ways to use their in-game cash. After the game, 
Gimkit creates data for the teacher to use to focus on what each 
individual student needs.   
 
Amount Funded:              $1,000 
Students Impacted:         1300 
Named Grant Sponsor:  McCreary Law Firm 
Primary Grant Writers:  Carly Porter, Tinsley Meyers 
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 Let it Bee: Bee-Bots are a Real Stinger! 

Hewitt Elementary 
 
Bee-Bots in the primary classroom are a great way to combine any 
content area with innovative coding. Bee-Bots are coded to a 
certain CVC word or sight word. With Bee-Bots, the innovative 
options are endless as students combine coding skills with content 
they learn in the classroom. Students problem solve and think 
critically in order for the Bee-Bots to have the desired outcome. 
Bee-Bots are also used in our lab where students cover the 
technology standards.  
 
Amount Funded:              $625 
Students Impacted:         240 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Academy Capital Management 
Primary Grant Writers:  Rachel Lieber  
 

Ridiculously Rapid Reading Responders 
Hewitt Elementary 
 
Voice dictation software along with noise-cancelling/mic’ed 
headphones allows for seamless, rapid and successful reading 
responses. Students are able to completely convey what exactly 
they want to communicate what they learned or observed from the 
text without the unnecessary need for amped up anxiety of stress. 
This program benefits the younger population of students who need 
to focus solely on the comprehension of what was read and not the 
logistics (typing, spelling, etc.) that could hold them back from 
appropriately communicating and expressing their thoughts.   
 
Amount Funded:             $140 
Students Impacted:         20 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Academy Capital Management 
Primary Grant Writer:    Desiree Stone 

Read and Retell..Story Time Comes Alive 
Sping Valley Elementary 
 
This grant incorporates a story retelling center within the library 
center. The students find a book read in class and is able to retell 
the story to a friend, their self or one of their teachers. They chose 
from a storytelling glove, a lapboard, or flannel boards. All items 
have Velcro puppets that go along with the book being read in class. 
This allows students to be comfortable in their thinking or 
remembering skills of the story and talking in a group. 
 
Amount Funded:             $705 
Students Impacted:        44 
Named Grant Sponsor: BC Materials Ready Mix Concrete 
Primary Grant Writer:   Leslie Chapman 

The Little Lending Library 
Woodway Elementary 
 
 A Little Lending Library is a wooden box where donations of literacy 
materials, such as books and magazines, are left for others to take, 
keep, and/or return as they wish. There are two lending libraries on 
each side of the Bell Tower at the Paw. The inventory of the libraries 
are assessed on a weekly basis to ensure that there are plenty of 
resources available.  

 
Amount Funded:             $740 
Students Impacted:        500+ 
Named Grant Sponsor: Mr. & Mrs. Eric Davis 
Primary Grant Writers:  Lindsey Carl & Kendra Echols 

Discovery Math with Discovery Cans 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
With this grant, 3rd and fourth graders have sets of Math in a Flash! 
Discovery Cans to allow students hands-on, skill based learning. The 
students get targeted practice with place value, fractions, decimals, 
multiplication, division and much more. Packed with hands-on 
manipulatives and 25 step-by-step question cards, each skill-
building math includes everything students need to get focused 
practice with key main concepts.   
 
Amount Funded:              $1,000 
Students Impacted:         286 
Named Grant Sponsor:  The Cherry Family  
Primary Grant Writer:    April McAdams 

Versatile Learning with VersaTiles 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
Each third grade teacher receives a differentiation kit of VersaTiles 
used during station work. VersaTiles help students build math and 
literacy proficiency in challenging, rewarding ways. This resource is 
highly engaging, provides multiple leveled activities for each 
standard and is self checking so students check their performance 
when they are done. All math standards are addressed through 
these VersaTiles books and station work! 
 
Amount Funded:            $900 
Students Impacted:       132 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Matthew R. McLeod 
Primary Grant Writers: April McAdams & Lilia Oubre 
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 Inspiring NextGen STEM Leaders 

Woodgate Intermediation 
 
Inspiring NextGen STEM Leaders begin a STEM Club for female 
students. Using one STEMrangers kit, a high quality, engaging 
curriculum increases their understanding of the environment and be 
empowered to share this knowledge with the community. The food 
and water kit focuses on the issue of ensuring a safe water supply 
for humans, plants and animals in their community and beyond.   
 
Amount Funded:            $1,000 
Students Impacted:       50 
Name Grant Sponsor:   Midway ISD Education Foundation 
Primary Grant Writers: Lora Tepe. Morgan Castillo, Amanda 
                                           Endsley, Katy McConal 

Visualizing Vocabulary 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
This grant purchases a bundle set of Math Vocabulary Pictures. 
Words are displayed in an innovative way. Each card illustrates the 
meaning of the word using the word itself. This increases the 
students’ ability to recall and apply new mathematics terms. These 
cards not only assist visual learners but also students who prefer 
written definitions. Using vinyl pockets to display the cards allow 
students to visit the word wall during math class and stations to 
remind them of terms. 
 
Amount Funded:             $800 
Students Impacted:        286 
Named Grant Sponsor: John Houston Custom Homes 
Primary Grant Writer:   Analise Sandager 

Off the Paper and Into Their Hands: Bringing Science 
Tools to the Hands of Students 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
Off the Paper and Into Their Hands provides science tools for 
students to use that are not typically found in the traditional 
elementary science classroom. This grants give students hands-on 
experience of using these science tools (microscopes, triple beam 
balances and sieves). After using these tools, students are tested on 
their knowledge on the tool’s function and purpose, along with the 
ability to properly the tools.   
 
Amount Funded:              $985 
Students Impacted:         132 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Phillip and Erin Prince 
Primary Grant Writer:    Nicole Grygar 

Everything is KidPossible with the Play Impossible 
Gameball 
Woodgate Intermediate 
 
By using the “Play Impossible Gameball”, technology is used to 
implement new play by using these gameballs with small groups. 
New games are introduced that include technology to keep students 
moving and excited about physical education during COVID and 
social distancing. They also integrate science and math TEKS that 
include speed, velocity and measurement including, but not limited, 
to, height and distance.  
 
Amount Funded:              $1,000 
Students Impacted:         703 
Named Grant Sponsor:  D1 Waco 
Primary Grant Writers:  Susan Highlett, Sherry Rogers, Jesse 
                                            Johnson   
 

MISD Portable Soundstage 
Midway Middle School/Midway High School 
 
 The purchase of technology allows performing arts classrooms to 
be transformed into recording studios and soundstages. This 
enables band, choir and orchestra to collaborate on repertoire by 
recording their respective parts asynchronously, thus maintaining 
appropriate physical distancing in the classroom. This capability also 
opens up the potential for a robust exploration of film scoring 
procedures.  
 
Amount Funded:             $1,000 
Students Impacted:        400 
Named Grant Sponsor: Betty & Roger Teufel 
Primary Grant Writer:   Beau Benson 

Say It Louder 
Woodgate Intermediate 
 
This grant purchases a classroom microphone, in the form of a ball, 
and Bluetooth speaker. Having a microphone that can be thrown 
around the room engages students in discussions of topics. The use 
of the microphone allows the softest spoken student’s voice be 
heard by all in the classroom. The Qball microphone is easy to use 
or pass around from student to student.  

 
Amount Funded:             $270 
Students Impacted:        120 
Named Grant Sponsor: Grande Communications 
Primary Grant Writer:   Jessica Gill 
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 Follow the Reader 

Woodway Elementary 
 
A C-Pen reader is a new technologically advanced tool that 
pronounces, defines, and reads all printed text aloud. It reads large 
amounts of text to the student or used specifically on challenging or 
unknown words for clarity of meaning and/or pronunciation. This 
also ensures that the text is not misunderstood due to 
mispronunciation or lack of knowledge and meaning of the word. 
These readers encourage self-exploration and allow for independent 
research, work, and study. They connect to headphones as to not 
disrupt other students.  
 
Amount Funded:                $1,000 
Students Impacted:           80 
Named Grant Sponsor:    Lehigh White Cement Company 
Primary Grant Writers:    Charlene Hitchcock & Anna Shuford 

Electrifying Engagement 
Spring Valley Elementary 
 
With Snap Circuits, students have the power to create their own 
electrical circuits, lighting up more than just the lightbulb! Snap 
Circuits are so easy for students to manipulate that even their failed 
projects are easily corrected. This gives students the feeling that, 
when it comes to science class, everyone can create, imagine and 
succeed! The actual ability to create a working circuit is electrifying! 
Students can pre-plan, create and make corrections immediately, 
when working with Snap Circuits. This project also makes 
differentiation possible for students who struggle with writing, 
reading or test taking.   
 
Amount Funded:                  $965 
Students Impacted:             100 
Named Grant Sponsor:      Leland Collier Electric Company 
Primary Grant Writers:      Di Copeman, Kelly Capron, Erica Serrato 

On Fire for Phonics! 
Midway High School 
 
With the purchase of the Heggerty Curriculum (books and videos), 
this tool enriches our students’ learning in regards to phonemic 
awareness. The curriculum provides daily interactive practice with 
hand motions and videos. Students begin to build a strong 
foundation of phonemic awareness skills preparing them for future 
grades. The curriculum increases in rigor as the weeks progress. This 
allows the teachers to meet the needs of students as they master 
each of the skills. 
 
Amount Funded:                  $835 
Students Impacted:             110 
Named Grant Sponsor:      BBVA Compass 
Primary Grant Writer:        Courtney Taylor 

Print Like a Pro 
Midway High School 
 
This grant provides a professional photo printer and glossy photo 
paper. The photos are used for temporary pop-up photo showcases 
and then placed in student portfolios that they carry with them 
through the program and then on to college, scholarships, and job 
interviews. Having professionally printed photographs takes the 
student’s work to the next level of quality and employability! 
Students print at lease one photo for a photo showcase/their 
portfolio by the end of the school year.  
 
Amount Funded:               $765 
Students Impacted:          160  
Named Grant Sponsor:   KWTX/Gray Television 
Primary Grant Writer:     Jamie Beavers 

Good-by Noise! 
Hewitt Elementary 
 
Each student is provided headsets and styluses. Daily the students 
use Seesaw and Headsprout along with other apps in all subject 
areas. These headsets and styluses are very beneficial by keeping 
students from being distracted with hearing other students’ 
recording responses. The styluses give the students more of a pencil 
feel and also help with hand-eye coordination. 
 
Amount Funded:                   $760 
Students Impacted:              23 
Named Grant Sponsor:       Grande Communications 
Primary Grant Writer:         Sharon Owen 

I Hurt my What? 
Midway High School 
 
Anatomy models of various joints in the body provides a better 
visualization for the studnets to understand the joint they learn 
about. Allowing them to see the body part in 3D helps better their 
understanding of each joint. It will also benefit student athletes who 
suffer an injury to various joints. They are able to see on the model 
the bone, muscle or ligament that is injured. 
 
Amount Funded:                   $890 
Students Impacted:              200 
Named Grant Sponsor:       Dr. and Mrs. David Pinkstaff 
Primary Grant Writer:         Chen-wen Lee 
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 From YET to YES-It’s all in the Final Sounds. Our Kinders 

Need Phonics! 
Spring Valley Elementary 
 
Heggerty Phonics help students achieve their goals! This program 
provides daily mini phonemic awareness lessons ranging from 
isolating final sound to blending phonemes. This allows our students 
to continue to build on formative word study skills as they transition 
to Kinder. The daily video lesion allow our virtual/hybrid teachers to 
implement the activities with virtual students.  
 
Amount Funded:                   $800 
Students Impacted:              100 
Named Grant Sponsor:       Lehigh White Cement Company 
Primary Grant Writers:       Kristi Fajardo, Alain Humphrey, Emily 
                                                 McKeever, Hillaree Hogg, Jason Forbis 

Listen Up Science! 
Midway Middle School 
 
Special Education Students are assigned a specific headset all year 
long which allows them to grab it when they need it and use it to 
help make them more successful. With these headphones, the 
students listen to audio on their iPads for quizzes and tests. They 
also listen to science exerpts, paragraphs and vocabulary review. 
 
 
Amount Funded:                    $945 
Students Impacted:               50 
Named Grant Sponsor:        Grande Communications 
Primary Grant Writer:          Whitney Taylor 

 


